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Abstract
In this paper, the necessity for geometrical corrections of calculated distances in web and mobile maps is elaborated.
Based on performed research analyses, in case of long routes, differences between distances calculated by web and
mobile maps and traveled distance measured by car odometer are evident. For this study, many lengths longer than
200km have been measured by car during travel by our side, meanwhile the lengths for same paths have been
calculated in many web and mobile maps produced by some global manufacturers.
Study resulted with two geometrical factors as potential generator of differences: 1. Geodesic distance over ellipsoidal
height of route segments, and 2. Slope distances of route segments.
In our case study, both corrections have been calculated, and the corrected lengths were calculated in order to
eliminate the influence of both factors to distances calculated by web and mobile maps.
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INTRODUCTION
The World Wide Web (WWW) is the most recent new medium to present and disseminate geospatial data, as virtually
platform-independent, unrivalled in its capacity to reach many users at minimal costs and easy to update frequently. The
common medium to access it is via navigation enabled by browsers. Web cartography is no different from cartography,
but is restricted to the WWW as medium. Web maps are specific application-dependent context, influenced by the
users, the providers, the viewing environments and the map contents, where the interaction among contexts defines the
typical web map appearance (Kraak and Brown 2001), while the main purpose of web maps is to enable greater
transparency in society (Degbelo and Kauppinen 2018). When it comes to the Web scale, these tools present drawbacks.
First, they are designed for human visualization; hence they do not consider automatic processing, composition and
reuse, thus hindering the automation of the process of creating, exchanging, combining and interpreting maps (Fionda
etAll 2013). Furthermore, geo-media is also represented and includes such as maps produced by means of geographical
information systems and web map mashups (Raber and Hurni 2019).
Web mapping is the process of designing, implementing, generating and delivering maps on the WWW. While web
mapping primarily deals with technological issues, web cartography additionally studies theoretic aspects: the use of
web maps, the evaluation and optimization of techniques and workflows, the usability of web maps, social aspects, and
more (Neumann 2008). This may be possible by applying the suitable generalization process which consists to simplify
the objects of the map and may transform the topological relations between them into other ones in real-time (Brahim
and Okba 2015).
While laptops often are considered as mobile devices given their portability, smartphones and tablets present a new
design context for cartographers and GIScientists given presumed mobility during use. Such mobile devices deliver
maps and information as the user crosses the landscape, supporting navigation and providing local context while
potentially splitting attention away from hazards in the environment (Roth 2018). Mobile phones and PDA’s are
becoming increasingly powerful and provide more and more functionality to the user. However, the user interface (UI)
is still severely limited due to the small form factor of these devices. In terms of interaction, the well-established keybased interfaces are robust enough to navigate maps, but allow only a limited set of discrete movements and generally
restrict the user’s freedom (Winkler etAll 2007). Mobile Mapping Systems (MMS) have become quite popular even
among the general public due to the success of web tools which allow street view navigation. Two great advantages are
showcased with the development of an MMS based on the use of a smartphone – the much lower cost comparing with
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other MMSs, and the much wider diffusion of these devices, which represents a potentially very large customer base
(Masiero etAll 2016).
Providing mobile map users with relevant information about their surroundings based on their current trajectory is a
necessary next step in providing them with the information they need or want without requiring direct interaction with
the map, which can be dangerous or distracting, as well as time-consuming and annoying (Loeffler 2019). Mobile data
is typically available in the form of so-called trajectories, i.e. sequences of individual 2D or 3D points with time stamps.
In this way, for example, the traveled path of a hiker can be documented, the movement of a bird or a football player.
The trajectories are recorded by GPS sensors or by observation and object tracking with cameras (Sester 2020). There
are a number of related research areas across Geographic Information Science & Technology that offer insight into
mobile map design: Location based services, Adoptive cartography, Volunteered Geographic Information, and
locational Privacy (Roth 2018). In recent years, Located Based Service (LBS) has become one of the hotspots on the
application of geographic information to the government and the public. Compared with the traditional web spatial
information service system, service system of map information also put forward higher requirements of real time and
veracity (Zhang and Li 2019). Finding the shortest path is often a central task (Veerubholta etAll 2015) in web maps
and maps of navigation systems.
Path between two points in web maps, as well as respective applications in mobile phones, gives an opportunity to users
to choose faster or shortest path, or more optional directions. Main target of this paper is length calculation in such web
maps and respective maps that are available for usage via mobile phones.
Web based mapping services are using a modified version of Mercator Projection that is called Web Mercator [2] based
on WGS84 ellipsoid (Bildirici 2015), known as Pseudo Mercator projection internationally coded with EPSG 3857 [1].
Due to large distortion values in Web Mercator projection, for example in 60° latitude the exaggeration is 4 time
(Bildirici 2015), web maps and navigation/mobile maps make combination of cartographic representation and length
calculation. While for cartographic representation the web Mercator projection is used, lengths are calculated in WGS84
ellipsoid in order to avoid the influence of map distortions, which represent the main objective of this paper.
During the use of the mobile navigation maps and for route planning in web maps for traveling by car, the difference
between calculated and drived route lengths have been recognized. This was my main motivation for performed
analysis of the differences between lengths in web map, navigation/mobile map and drived route. For this purpose,
same route of about 230km was measured in five web maps, in their mobile applications, by two software, as well by
car odometer. First idea of comparing the lengths between web/mobile map and car odometer, after recognition of
differences between length values in different web maps and in two cases between same brand of web and mobile maps,
research was extended to comparation analyses between some web maps, between web maps and mobile maps of same
brand, as well between mobile maps of different producers.

MATERIALS
For this research, online web maps, mobile map applications, GIS desktop software, as well distance measurement by
car odometer were used.
From online web map platforms, google map [6], HereWeGo map [7], ViaMichelin map [8], Open Street Map [9], as
well Bing map [10] have been used for performing this research.
From mobile map applications that offer directions, a google map [11], Here we go map [12], Via Michelin route
planner [13], and Open Street Map [14] have been used for comparing calculated distances with web maps and drived
distance measured by car odometer [3].
As GIS desktop software that offer distance calculations in ellipsoidal, in plan area with cartesian coordinates, true
distances over a surface, and distances based on profiles, ArcMap [15] and QGIS [16] software have been used, while
calculations based on math models have been performed in Microsoft excel software.
Altitude data and slope values of terrain along the route were obtained by ASTER GDEM with 30m spatial
resolution[4], while geoid heights have been extracted from previous performed research study in this area (Idrizi etAll
2018).

EXPERIMENT
After several cases of recognizing differences between planned route in free available web map such google map and
drived distances longer than 200km, inspired me to check the reason of such differences. Very indicative data for
systematic difference is equal prefix of distance differences, i.e. in each case drived length was longer than planned one
in web/mobile map. This is clear indicator that discrepancy should be in the methodology for length calculation in web
map and/or odometer of car.
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As test data for performing analyses, a length of about 230km between Skopje (the capital city of North Macedonia)
and ski center Borovets in Bulgaria with altitude difference of about 1100m, have been measured by all above
mentioned web maps, mobile map applications, desktop software and by car odometer.
Table 1. Starting and ending point of route used for testing the differences
Point
Skopje-Chair
Borovets

Longitude
21°26’04”
23°36’19”

Latitude
42°00’47”
42°15’56”

East-UTM34N
535972m
714869m

North-UTM34N
4651307m
4682536m

Altitude - ASTER
266m
1335m

Figure 1. View from Google Earth of route starting and ending point, used for testing the differences
In order to have same route for comparison analyses, in five platforms of web maps and four in mobile map applications
have been defined, based on drived route by car. Same route, have been exported by google map as line vector data as
well as vectorized in GI software by using open layers, which resulted with less than 100m difference. Vector line of
route drived by car have been used as data for performing analysis in GIS software.
In each web map (figure 2) and mobile map applications (figure 3), given in materials, based on predefined route drived
by car, the length of the route has been obtained in automatic way by the applications. In such case, 9 values for same
route have been obtained, which gives an opportunity to perform analyses of differences between them. In table 2 are
given lengths from web maps and mobile map applications.

Figure 2. Same route direction by four web maps (Google, HereWeGo, Bing, ViaMichelin)
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Figure 3. Same route direction by four mobile applications-maps (Google, ViaMichelin, HereWeGo, OpenStreetMap)
Table 2. Lengths of route calculated by five web maps and four mobile map applications
Web map
Google map
HereWeGo map
ViaMichelin map
Open Street Map
Bing map

Length
230km
230km
230km
230km
230km

Mobile map application
Google map
Here we go map
Via Michelin route planner
Open Street Map

Length
232km
232km
230km
230km + 2km “descent”

Length of vector path between two points, have been calculated in two GIS software ArcGIS and QGIS. In ArcGIS, by
using true distances over a surface option, slope length of vector line over the ASTER GDEM was calculated. By using
QGIS software, two calculations have been performed: ellipsoidal length of vector line data over the WGS84 ellipsoid,
and length of vector line in Web Mercator projection as used map projection for cartographic representation of web
map. Three calculated lengths by using both software, are given in table 3.
Beside performed calculations in software and web/mobile maps, field/slope length of same path is calculated by using
haversine formula [18] for Great Circle [17] in ellipsoidal height (figure 4) of points along the route, and slope data
derived from ASTER GDEM [4]. In order to perform this calculation, vector line has been divided into 5103 segments.
Each of 5103 segments, has passed bellow steps:
a) Calculation of great circle lengths for each of 5103 segments over the WGS84 ellipsoid based on haversine
formula [18],

a = sin²(Δφ/2) + cos φ1 ⋅ cos φ2 ⋅ sin²(Δλ/2)
c = 2 ⋅ atan2( √a, √(1−a) )
d=R⋅c

Equation 1. “Haversine” formula to calculate the great-circle distance between two points
where: φ is latitude, λ is longitude, R is Earth’s radius

b) Calculation of mean ellipsoidal heights for each of 5103 segments based on ASTER GDEM and EGM2008
(Idrizi etAll 2018),
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b) Calculation of great circle lengths for each of 5103 segments over the mean ellipsoidal height (figure 2) of
each segment (steps a and b → step c),
c) Calculation of slope data (vertical angle) for each of 5103 segments based on ASTER GEDM,
d) Calculation of slope lengths for each of 5103 segments, based on calculated lengths in step (c), and calculated
slope data (vertical angle) from ASTER GDEM in step (d),
e) Calculation of final length as sum of all slope lengths of 5103 segments from step (e). Calculated length is
given in fourth column of table 3.

Figure 4. Scheme of length approximations from topography up to map projection through the see level (geoid) and the
referent ellipsoid (Idrizi etAll 2018)
On the other side, as field data, drived distance of 234.7km was obtained by the car odometer, which was later
shortened by 650m length out of the route, drived during breaks within petrol stations/parking’s. The final shortened
length of route measured by car odometer is 234km, given in the last column of table 3. An odometer (or odograph) is
an instrument used that measure the distance traveled by a vehicle, which works by counting wheel rotations and
assume that the distance traveled is the number of wheel rotations times the tire circumference, and it is common to be
of by several percent [3]. Odometers accuracy are typically proportional to speedometer errors [5]. In this research,
impact of the accuracy of car odometer is not meter of analyses, therefore correction of traveled distance was not
calculated. Traveled distance measured by odometer has been used just as indicator for differences between route
direction lengths and traveled length.

Figure 5. Traveled distance, measured by car odometer
Table 3. Lengths of route calculated by QGIS, ARCGIS, Odometer and math model for Great Circle
Method

QGIS –
ellipsoidal length
(WGS84)

QGIS – length in
map projection
(Web Mercator)

ArcGIS true
distance over a
surface (ASTER)

Calculation by
math model in
Excel (ellipsoidal
height and
ASTER DEM)

Traveled distance
by car odometer
(Skoda Octavia)

Length

230.696km

311.310km

230.879km

232.218km

234km
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DISCUSSIONS
By the above given calculations in this experiment, 14 results with 5 different values have been obtained, to be
discussed and perform comparative analyses. Differences are very low, however those should be known and next
challenge would be elimination of differences.
Five analyzed web maps (figure 3 and table 2) resulted with same calculated value of route length 230km. Given length
is rounded to km (kilometer), which theoretically means that length is expressed with tolerance of ±500m. However, in
a case of google map the difference between given length in google web map and calculated length of line vector data in
QGIS as ellipsoidal distance which (as line vector data) has been exported from google map is 696m, which means that
rounding of length is different from basic theory, because in such case length should be rounded to 231km. Due to all
analyzed web maps gives same length, this means that all of them works with same mathematical model for measuring
distances.
Lengths in web maps are shown as ellipsoidal distances based on mathematical models for calculation of great circle
[18], and does not represent the distance in map projection. Since web maps uses Web Mercator map projection [2] for
cartographic representation, in our case, length of line vector data is 311.31km, for about 81km longer than given length
by web map (figure 3 and table 2). Such a kind of distance representation is contrary to cartometric principles, because
spatial data in web map is shown in Web Mercator map projection while distances are given in WGS84 ellipsoid,
however it is very useful for the target group of users because they are looking for the true-field distance and well
compiled map.
Below is given an example (figure 6) from google map, in which measured distance between my location given in table
1 and Eiffel Tower in Paris-France is given as great circle of about 1670km in WGS84 ellipsoid, while google web map
is in Web Mercator projection with code EPSG3857 [1, 2] in which the distance between same points because of map
distortions (Bildirici 2015) is about 2392km. Same distance have been measured in QGIS software by using same
platform (google map) as open layer, which resulted with different ellipsoidal length for 3.4km longer than the
ellipsoidal distance measured direct in google map as web map [6]. Ellipsoidal length in QGIS was measured in
EPSG7030 geographical coordinate system [1, 16].
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Figure 6. Results of same distance measurement in google web map [6] as ellipsoidal length (1669.86km), as well as in
QGIS [16] as ellipsoidal (1673.43km) and Cartesian (2392.41km) lengths
Four analyzed mobile application maps (figure 4 and table 2) resulted with three values: google map and here we go
with 232km, via michelin with 230km, while openstreetmap with 230km and descented length of 1966m. In this case
lengths are rounded to km also, except the descented length in open street map rounded in meter.
From eight lengths of same route given in table 2, by excluding Bing web map, four in web and four in mobile
platforms, differences between same brand of web map and mobile map application have been recognized. In a case of
google maps, length in web map is 230km while in mobile map application is 232km. Same difference is recognized in
Here We Go maps. In a case of ViaMichelin map, length is same in both (web and mobile) platforms, while in a case of
Open Street Map length in both platforms is same (230km) with given additional value of descentent of 1966m in
mobile version with view of route profile (figure 4).
Two GIS software that gives opportunity for measurements over different surfaces, such as ellipsoid, relief and map
projection, are used for testing same route as line vector data in order to get lengths in Web Mercator projection, over
WGS84 ellipsoid, and over ASTER DEM. Results are given in table 3. Length in Web Mercator projection cannot be
compared by above measured lengths in web and mobile platforms, since those are lengths over the Earth ellipsoid.
Length over the ASTER GDEM cannot be compared with above measurements, because of the same purpose, while it
will be compared with bellow value of length calculated by mathematical model. Ellipsoidal length obtained by QGIS
software, is longer for 696m compared with web maps and mobile maps of Via Michelin and Open Street Map, while
for about 1.3km shorter than mobile maps of google and here we go.
Calculated length based on the mathematical model defined in six steps (a to e) given in experiment part, is different
with web maps, mobile platform of ViaMichelin, descented length in mobile version of OpenStreetMap, as well as with
lengths measured by both software given in table 3. Its rounded value is equal to lengths of mobile version of google
map, here we go map and non descented length version of open street map, given in second column of table 2, which
seems that the mathematical model of length calculation in such platforms are taking into account the influence of slope
lengths for calculation of route distances. Calculated length in step a by haversine formula, had same value as the length
given in first column of table 3 (QGIS – ellipsoidal length), which should be rounded to 231km, however it is not clear
the reason of rounding a length of 230.696km in each web maps to 230km. During literature review, the relevant
information/math models on this issue were not found, therefore in this moment the analyses cannot go deeper in order
to find the reason of differences.
Traveled distance as the only field data in this research, differs markedly from all above measured lengths, which is
clear indicator for the necessity of harmonization between different map platforms even within web and mobile maps of
same brand, as well adding additional geometrical corrections for measured lengths, in order to get real traveled
distance. Since in experimental part the accuracy of odometer was not analyzed, measured length of 234km by car is
excluded from discussions and comparative analyses, however it had crucial importance for performing of this research
because the recognized length difference between web map and traveled distance by car was the main motivation for
conducting of this study.
Data accuracy used in analyzed web and mobile maps are not taken into account in this study, because the relevant
metadata which describes the quality of used data source in such platforms, even it is a very important criterion for
analyzing differences between analyzed platforms were not found.
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CONCLUSIONS
Because the differences between distances calculated by web/mobile maps and traveled distance measured by car
odometer are evident, the necessity for geometrical corrections of calculated distances in web and mobile map platforms
is concluded by performed research and elaborated results of our case study. There are two geometrical factors which
are generator of differences between the traveled route and calculated length distance by web and mobile maps: 1.
Ellipsoidal height, and 2. Slope of terrain. Based on both geometrical factors, a system of six steps for calculation of
real-slope (traveled) distance by web and mobile maps was established, which basically express a necessity of including
calculation of geodesic distance over ellipsoidal height, and slope distances of each route segments.
In presented case study in this paper, it is clearly recognized differences between lengths calculated by different
platforms, such differences: between web and mobile map platforms even by the same brand, between web maps and
software-based measurements, between length calculated with formula and used platforms/software, between calculated
and rounded lengths, as well as between web map and open layer in GIS software of same brand. Such differences arise
the need for harmonization of models, first within the cartographic products of same brand, which should be followed
by including additional geometrical corrections toward calculation of real-slope distance.
Web maps gives different information for geometrical values comparing with used model of map projection.
Cartographic representation is compiled in Web Mercator map projection, while distances are shown as Great Circle
lengths over the referent Earth ellipsoid WGS84. Basically, it is not in line with cartographic standards, but it is logical
and smart solution because large distortions in Web Mercator projection would make them unusable for route planning
and cartometric purposes.
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